
Beyond the Academy - Workshop 2  

Building effective strategies for co-
production of sustainability science  
September 12 and 13, Duke University, Durham, NC --   
Rubenstein Library room 153 
 

Beyond the Academy Objective: Interdisciplinary research is necessary to tackle urgent societal 
challenges, yet institutional barriers hinder these efforts. Conventional systems reward 
individual work over collaboration and conformity over risk taking, dis-incentivizing 
engagement with “real world” problems, such as engaging the communities and context 
experts that have knowledge and experience that can inform and lead meaningful and 
sustainable action for impact. While universities have invested in institutes, graduate programs, 
and other cross-cutting mechanisms to support engaged sustainability science and policy, many 
remain uncoordinated experiments with limited contribution to systemic change and limited 
long term institutional support. Our project aims to change that. 

Workshop Objectives:  
(1) Envision effective strategies for the co-identification of “real world” issues, and the 

sustained co-production of solutions and engaged research for “real world” sustainability 
issues across a diverse set of potential partners/clients, and identify challenges for 
academic engagement.  

(2) Develop high-impact action items or products that will enhance the effort to reform the 
academy’s role in co-production of sustainability science across all network institutions. 

(3) Using design thinking methods explore co-productions strategies for selected project ideas, 
plotting how our respective work and institutions link to, and help to advance, knowledge 
and action, and identify persistent barriers and challenges to  academic engagement  

Co-production of solutions refers to the design and implementation of scientific research (such 
as implementation science, action research, community-based participatory research, etc…) 
intended to solve problems in true partnership with end-users, so that scientific outputs are as 
useful as possible to those groups making decisions based on scientific findings. 
 

 

 

 



Day 1 (Thursday September 12) 

Time Topic Facilitator/ 
Presenter 

8:30am Welcome to Duke; general overview of day; introductions Lydia Olander 
8:45am Overview of Beyond Academy project and objectives and current activities   

Announcements & updates 
Bonnie Keeler and 
Christina Locke 

9:15am Summary of Metrics Review Bonnie Keeler and 
Christina Locke 

9:45am Review of Co-production: what we know Sara Mason 
10:15am Break  
10:30am Inspiring Co-production Panel 

Examples of collective impact or co-production of solutions (public health 
example, engineering example, community example) 

Moderator: Bhaskar 
Vira 
Presenters: Rosie 
Alegado, Laura 
MacDonald, Leah 
Gerber 

11:30am Lunch  
12:15pm Exploring Co-production  

Small group activity: based on participants’ experiences discuss strategies 
that have and have not worked well for academics in the co-production of 
solutions.  Identify strategies that work, key failures, key opportunities, and 
barriers.   
Consider issues like:  
• Collaboration organizational structure  
• Power dynamics issues, privacy concerns, etc…  
• Communication strategies 
• Financial models  
• Incentive structures  
• University support 
• What is the role of the University  

Paul Bolger 

1:45pm Partnering in Co-production 
Small group activity: from participants’ experiences identify key challenges 
and opportunities when engaging communities and decision makers in co-
production.  Discuss by stakeholder type 

Lydia Olander 

2:30pm Break  
2:45pm Academic challenges to Co-production and Action Items- Brainstorming 

session 
Full group and individual structured brainstorm: Identify the most significant 
challenges for academic institutions to engage in sustained co-production 
efforts and brainstorm ideas about what we can do about it.  

Lydia Olander and 
Sara Mason 

4:00pm New Idea Pitch Session 
Participants are able to pitch new ideas for co-production projects and get 
feedback from the group   

Gen Meredith 

4:45pm Walk to Duke Chapel for a group photo  
5:00pm Break for day  
6:00pm Historical walk of downtown Durham (optional)  
7:00pm Group dinner (Jeffersonian style discussion) at Rue Cler 

What are the most impactful opportunities for enhancing and 
institutionalizing coproduction at universities? 

Lydia Olander 

 

https://www.discoverdurham.com/resources/maps-guides/downtown-tour/


Day 2 (Friday, September 13) 

Note: Friday’s agenda will be flexible and will be set in part by the priorities that come out of Thursday. We expect 
Friday to primarily be a working day for group on topics identified on Thursday.  Some possible topics are:  

• A co-development training module for faculty/researchers AND/OR grad students. 
• A memo to university leadership and admin on the logistics and admin barriers to effective co-

development with recommended action items or changes 
• A set of co-development best practices that distinguish between sectors/audiences (private sector, 

agencies, community members) to acknowledge that co-development takes different forms and will look 
different depending on the power, influence, context represented by different partners. 

• Pitch, discuss and develop ideas for new coproduction collaborations NAKFI partners are interested in 
building. 

Time Topic Facilitator/ 
Presenter 

9:00am Welcome back  Lydia Olander 
9:05 am Action plan development: present list of action topics generated from 

yesterday’s brainstorm; discuss topics as a group; participants break out 
into groups working on their preferred action topic 

Lydia Olander and 
Sara Mason 

9:30am Breakout groups session #1: participants work on developing action plans Volunteer leads 
10:15am  Break  
10:30am Breakout groups session #2: participants work on developing action plans 

for a second topic 
Volunteer leads 

11:00am Action Item Report Back: groups present their action plans Diana Wall 
11:45am Afternoon topic selection: participants decide which action items they 

would like to flesh out during the afternoon; breakout working groups are 
decided 

Lydia Olander and 
Sara Mason 

12:00pm Lunch  
12:45pm 
(parallel 
sessions) 

Action items development: participants work in small groups to flesh out 
their chosen action item 

Volunteer leads 

12:45pm  
(parallel 
sessions) 

New collaborations group work through 
Envisioning Co-production (project ideas, design thinking, and brainstorm) 
Exploring Co-production- part 1 (strategic issues, parameters, pathway to impact) 
Exploring Co-production – Part 2 (drawing the system and stakeholder mapping) 
Exploring Co-production – Part 3 (peer review/ critique) 
Exploring Co-production – Part 4 (next steps, stakeholder engagement planning) 

Volunteer leads 

3:00 Break  
3:15pm Reconvene and discuss– check in on where we are and what still needs to 

be done… define next steps 
Nate Nibbelink 

4:00pm Closing comments Bonnie Keeler 
4:30pm Close for the day  

 

 

 

 


